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Abstract 
Berke et al. (2008) reported that beta oscillations occur during the learning of hippocampal place 
cell receptive fields in novel environments. Place cell selectivity can develop within seconds to 
minutes, and can remain stable for months. Paradoxically, beta power was very low during the 
first lap of exploration, grew to full strength as a mouse traversed a lap for the second and third 
times, and became and remained low again after the first two minutes of exploration. Beta 
oscillation power also correlated with the rate at which place cells became spatially selective, 
and not with theta oscillations. We explain such beta oscillations as a consequence of how place 
cell receptive fields may be learned as spatially selective categories due to feedback interactions 
between entorhinal cortex and hippocampus. Top-down attentive feedback helps to ensure rapid 
learning and stable memory of place cells. Beta oscillations are generated when top-down 
feedback mismatches bottom-up data as place cell receptive fields are refined. Beta oscillations 
do not occur on the first trial because adaptive weights in feedback pathways are all sufficiently 
large then to match any input pattern. On subsequent trials, adaptive weights become pruned as 
they learn to match the sharpening receptive fields of the place cell categories, thereby causing 
mismatches until place cell receptive fields stabilize.  
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The role of the hippocampal system in spatial navigation has been of special interest since 
O’Keefe and Dostrowsky (1971) showed the spatial correlates of pyramidal cell firing in the 
hippocampus. Many of these cells tend to fire in a specific portion of the environment (place) 
independently of the head direction and movement speed, hence the term place cells. Such place 
cell selectivity can develop within seconds to minutes, and can remain stable for months 
(Thompson and Best, 1990; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; Muller, 1996; Frank et al., 2004). 
How place cells are formed has attracted even more interest since the recent discovery of grid 
cells (Hafting et al., 2005) within entorhinal cortical circuits that project to the hippocampus.  
Berke et al. (2008) have reported that beta oscillations occur during the learning of 
hippocampal place cell receptive fields in novel environments. Paradoxically, beta power was 
very low during the first lap of exploration, grew to full strength as a mouse traversed a lap for 
the second and third times, became low again after the first two minutes of exploration, and 
remained low on subsequent days of exploration. Beta oscillation power also correlated with the 
rate at which place cells became spatially selective, and did not correlate with theta oscillations. 
Given the rapidity with which place cell learning occurred, and the sharp increase in beta activity 
during the second exposure to the environment, it would seem that a highly selective learning 
mechanism is at work. 
We propose an explanation of these data that unifies three parallel streams of modeling 
activity, and that suggests testable predictions aimed at clarifying the underlying neural 
mechanisms.  
Fast Learning and Stable Memory. The first stream of modeling activity concerns how 
the brain can quickly learn to categorize information in the world, and to remember it without 
experiencing catastrophic forgetting. How the brain combines rapid plasticity with long-term 
stability is called the stability-plasticity dilemma (Grossberg, 1980, 1999). Adaptive Resonance 
Theory, or ART, has been developed in order to explain how the brain accomplishes this feat. 
One stage in the development of ART was the discovery of how the brain learns recognition 
categories using a combination of associative and competitive mechanisms (Grossberg, 1976, 
1978; Kohonen, 1984). In such a self-organizing map, distributed patterns of bottom-up input 
features are processed by an adaptive filter. The adaptive filter activates a second level of cells 
that learn recognition categories, or compressed representations, of the feature patterns. These 
category cells compete with one another to choose one, or a small number, of winning cells that 
receive the largest total inputs. The winning cells then send teaching signals to abutting synaptic 
knobs, which can then learn the signals that reach them via their axonal pathways. Grossberg 
(1976, 1978) mathematically proved that this learning scheme works well in response to a sparse 
series of input patterns whose statistics do not change through time. However, in response to a 
dense series of inputs whose statistics do change through time, catastrophic forgetting of 
previously learned categories can occur. Dense non-stationary inputs are, however, frequently 
encountered in the world in which we live. 
Attentive Matching, Resonant Learning, and Mismatch-Mediated Reset. ART showed 
how the stability-plasticity dilemma could be solved by the addition of learned top-down 
expectations that are matched against bottom-up input patterns. If the match is good enough, then 
an attentional focus can develop that selects the expected feature pattern. A feedback loop of 
mutual excitation can then develop between the feature pattern and the selected category, carried 
via the bottom-up adaptive filter and the top-down learned expectation. This mutual excitation 
can lead to a resonant state that synchronizes, amplifies, and prolongs cell responses, at the same 
time that it inhibits mismatched features and categories. This context-sensitive resonance drives 
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fast learning of both bottom-up and top-down adaptive weights that link the attended features to 
the category; hence the name adaptive resonance. If the match is not good enough, however, then 
a mismatch state develops which causes reset of the current category and a search for another 




Figure 1. Search for a recognition code within an ART learning circuit: (a) The input pattern I is instated across the 
feature detectors at processing stage F1 as a short term memory (STM) activity pattern X. Input I also nonspecifically 
activates the orienting system with a gain that is called vigilance (ρ); that is, all the input pathways converge with 
gain ρ onto the orienting system and try to activate it. STM pattern X is represented by the hatched pattern across F1. 
Pattern X both inhibits the orienting system and generates the output pattern S. Pattern S is multiplied by learned 
adaptive weights, also called long-term memory (LTM) traces. These LTM-gated signals are added at F2 cells to 
form the input pattern T, which activates the STM pattern Y across the recognition categories coded at level F2. (b) 
Pattern Y generates the top-down output pattern U which is multiplied by top-down LTM traces and added at F1 
cells to form a prototype pattern V that encodes the learned expectation of the active F2 nodes. Such a prototype 
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represents the set of commonly shared features in all the input patterns capable of activating Y. If V mismatches I at 
F1, then a new STM activity pattern X* is selected at F1. X* is represented by the hatched pattern. It consists of the 
features of I that are confirmed by V. Mismatched features are inhibited. The inactivated cells corresponding to 
unconfirmed features of X are unhatched. The reduction in total STM activity which occurs when X is transformed 
into X* causes a decrease in the total inhibition from F1 to the orienting system. (c) If inhibition decreases 
sufficiently, the orienting system releases a nonspecific arousal wave to F2; that is, a wave of activation that equally 
activates all F2 cells. This wave instantiates the intuition that “novel events are arousing”. This arousal wave resets 
the STM pattern Y at F2 by inhibiting Y. (d) After Y is inhibited, its top-down prototype signal is eliminated, and X 
can be reinstated at F1. The prior reset event maintains inhibition of Y during the search cycle. As a result, X can 
activate a different STM pattern Y at F2. If the top-down prototype due to this new Y pattern also mismatches I at F1, 
then the search for an appropriate F2 category continues until a better-matching one is selected. Such a search cycle 
represents a type of non-stationary hypothesis testing. When search ends, an attentive resonance develops and 
learning of the attended data is initiated. [Adapted with permission from Carpenter and Grossberg (1993).] 
 
These predicted ART mechanisms have been supported by a rapidly increasing number of 
behavioral and neurobiological experiments. See Grossberg (2003), Grossberg and Versace 
(2008), and Raizada and Grossberg (2003) for reviews of relevant experiments and detailed 
descriptions of ART mechanisms. The main point for present purposes is that attentive matching 
and mismatch-mediated reset are sufficient to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma. Together 
they enable fast learning and persistent stable memory, including a controlled refinement of 
learned categories through time, without permitting catastrophic forgetting. 
 Given that the Berke et al. (2008) data exemplify the type of fast learning and stable 
memory that ART attempts to explain, it raises the question as to whether place cell learning is 
accomplished by a specialized ART circuit? If this were true, then several properties of the Berke 
et al. (2008) data would have an immediate explanation. The first property is the primary fact of 
fast learning and stable memory of place cells. The second property concerns how top-down 
expectations are learned. The main role of top-down expectations is to match or mismatch 
bottom-up feature patterns. On the first learning trial, when a bottom-up category is first being 
selected and learned, it is essential that the top-down expectation which it activates for the first 
time be able to match whatever input feature pattern may currently be active. Otherwise, every 
input pattern would be mismatched, reset would be triggered, and learning could not get started. 
How a self-organizing neural system “gets started” is a critical issue for any type of learning.  
Every Input Pattern Can Initially be Matched. In ART, the answer is simple: Top-down 
adaptive weights start out large, so that they can match any input pattern (e.g., Carpenter and 
Grossberg, 1987, 1991). Subsequent learning trials refine these adaptive weights by a process of 
weight pruning. Pruning during the learning of a particular category’s top-down expectation 
gradually selects a pattern of critical features which constitute the attentional focus that is 
activated by the category. Subsequent learning trials that refine a category and its critical feature 
pattern, and that select new categories for learning, will cause mismatches.  
This line of reasoning calls attention to the following basic question: Is there a 
relationship between mismatch states and beta oscillations? Were this the case, then a simple 
explanation would be forthcoming of why beta oscillations are not seen during the first lap (on 
the first learning trial, there are no mismatches), why they begin during the second lap and are 
correlated with the rate at which place cells became selective (mismatches occur when learning 
is refined), and finally why they are attenuated after place cell learning stabilizes (no more 
mismatches occur).  
Beta Oscillations during Mismatch and Reset. The second stream of research asserts that 
beta oscillations are, in fact, triggered during mismatch states. Grossberg and Versace (2008) 
have further developed the ART model to explain and simulate data on multiple levels of brain 
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organization. Their Synchronous Matching Adaptive Resonance Theory (SMART) neural model 
predicts how laminar circuits of multiple cortical areas interact with primary and higher-order 
specific thalamic nuclei and nonspecific thalamic nuclei to realize ART processes of attentive 
matching and mismatch-mediated reset. In particular, the SMART model simulates how 
synchronization of neuronal spiking occurs within and across multiple brain regions, and triggers 
spike-timing-dependent synaptic plasticity (STDP). Matches between bottom-up adaptively 
filtered input patterns and learned top-down expectations cause gamma oscillations that support 
attention, resonance, and STDP learning. Mismatches cause slower beta oscillations during reset 
and hypothesis testing, and that inhibit STDP learning. The model also predicts how the 
generality of learned recognition codes may be controlled by a vigilance process that is mediated 
by acetylcholine. These explanations have been supported by quantitative data simulations on 
multiple levels of brain organization: single cell biophysics, both cortical and subcortical, 
aggregate cell recordings (current-source densities and local field potentials), and single cell and 
large-scale inter-areal oscillations in the gamma and beta frequency bands. 
The SMART model simulates how mismatches cause beta oscillations during the 
learning of perceptual and cognitive categories within thalamocortical and corticocortical 
circuits. However, the mathematical mechanisms that cause beta oscillations during mismatch 
states, and gamma oscillations during match states, are not specific to the features that are 
categorized and matched. Thus, if it were the case that place cells are learned as spatial 
categories in the hippocampal system, and that top-down attentive feedback helps to stabilize 
their rapid learning through time through a matching process, then an explanation would be 
forthcoming for why beta oscillations occur with the properties that they exhibit during place cell 
learning. In particular, when on the second lap, top-down feedback from emerging place cells 
mismatches bottom-up spatial input patterns during the refinement of place cell receptive fields, 
then beta oscillations would occur. Indeed, Berke et al. (2008) reported that “the extent of beta-
entrainment predicted the improvement in spatial specificity between the first 2 min.” As the 
place cell receptive fields stabilize, there will be fewer mismatches, and beta oscillations will 
fade. 
Place Cells as Spatial Categories of Multiple Grid Cell Scales. This analysis leads to the 
final question: Are place cell receptive fields learned as part of an ART system? Gorchetchnikov 
and Grossberg (2007) have proposed that this is, indeed, how place cell receptive fields may be 
learned. Given the other properties above, an explanation is hereby predicted of why beta 
oscillations behave with the properties that were reported in Berke et al. (2008).  
 In particular, Gorchetchnikov and Grossberg (2007) asked how neurons of the brain, 
which individually have small receptive fields, can interact together to represent place fields 
which are sensitive to environmental spaces that may be many meters in size. These authors 
proposed how projections from entorhinal grid cells with multiple, but small, spatial scales may 
form an adaptive filter whose category cells are hippocampal place cells that can represent a 
space of many meters during navigational behaviors (Figure 2). The spatial scale of these place 
cells is predicted to have the size of the least common multiple of the incoming grid periods (e.g., 
see p.143 in Hartmann, 1997). Since grid cell activation depends on a process of path integration 
(Hafting et al., 2005), this grid-to-place cell map provides a way for navigation across large 
spatial domains to get represented by place fields. 
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Figure 2. Gorchetchnimov and Grossberg (2007) model for place cell learning. Three populations of entorhinal grid 
cells of five cells each are aligned along the dorso-ventral gradient in entorhinal cortex and have respective spatial 
scales. Their firing profiles are represented as peaks of corresponding activity trace and aligned with the track. The 
current location of the animal causes the corresponding grid cells to fire (filled circles). The dentate gyrus granule 
cell that receives strong projections from all three of the active grid cells fires in response to this input (filled circle) 
and activates the interneuron to suppress other granule cells. The back-propagating action potential in this granule 
cell (dotted arrow) triggers learning of projections from active entorhinal grid cells, and thereby dissociates the read-
out of learned adaptive weights from their learned read-in; cf. Grossberg (1975) and Hasselmo et al. (2002). For 
clarity, only currently active bottom-up projections from grid cells to hippocampal place cells, and no top-down 
projections, are shown. 
Visual Landmarks and Hippocampal-to-Entrorhinal Feedback. As noted above, the stability-
plasticity dilemma may be solved, and catastrophic forgetting of place cell maps may be 
prevented, via attentive matching of bottom-up feature patterns with top-down learned 
expectations. To ensure stable learning, such a top-down learned expectation takes the form of a 
top-down, modulatory on-center, off-surround network (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987, 1999; 
Grossberg, 1995, 1999; Grossberg and Versace, 2008). Such a network embodies the empirically 
described property of “biased competition” (Desimone, 1998; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2001). 
The modulatory on-center provides excitatory priming and sensitization of cells whose features 
are in the prototype of the learned category. Top-down matching occurs with respect to these 
primed features, while the off-surround suppresses nearby mismatched features that are not in the 
on-center. In the case of the grid-to-place cell map, the top-down feedback from active place 
cells is matched against grid cell activations, and mismatches are predicted to generate beta 
oscillations.  
Recent neurobiological data from other experimental paradigms support the prediction 
that beta oscillations occur during mismatch states. For example, Buschman and Miller 
(submitted for publication) have reported beta oscillations in the frontal eye fields during 
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attention shifts. Buffalo et al (2004) have reported more beta oscillations in deep layers of visual 
cortex, and more gamma oscillations in superficial levels of visual cortex. This prediction is 
consistent with the SMART model prediction that reset is mediated through the deeper layers of 
visual cortex, and can be tested by varying the number of reset-inducing events per unit time. 
Given that visual landmarks can influence the firing of place cells, the place-to-grid 
feedback also clarifies how visual landmarks can modulate the activity of both grid and place 
cells, whose primary activation is derived from path integration signals (O’Keefe and Nadel, 
1978; Hafting et al. 2005; Leutgeb et al., 2005; McNaughton et al., 2006). It may thus be 
possible to induce beta oscillations by causing a mismatch between path integration and visual 
estimates of an animal’s position. 
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